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It all started from nothing. One day we were all walking through the streets              
of the center of Torun, enjoying the cold, and the next day, we could no               
longer leave our room. 
 
The academic hotels were empty, as most of the students had returned to             
their hometown. 
 
And, in the midst of all the chaos and movement, there you are; a simple               
exchange student, alone and without knowing anyone, without knowing the          
language and without knowing exactly what is happening, the only thing           
you have to do is try to get out of that situation sane. 
 
I guess like the rest of the trapped students, the first few weeks were based               
on procrastination. Avoiding the responsibilities that before your eyes, were          
an eternity of being delivered. 
 
Some were also engaged in personal growth, such as reading, doing yoga,            
or meditating. Others tried to change their bodies with physical activity;           
since time finally allowed us to do it, and despite distractions or the desire to               
lie down and do nothing, some of us did it. 
 
This type of life can be very addictive, you get used to having no              
responsibilities, and the day those responsibilities return, you collapse from          
stress. 
 
The time came when the classes continued virtually. The teachers were           
prepared and ready to continue their work despite the circumstances. 
 
Fortunaly, all the teachers took it very seriously, since they all left enough             
weekly activities. At the time, I didn't understand, but now that I think about              
it, that's what kept us busy and sane. 
 



A long time passed and the day came when the quarantine restrictions were             
lifted. Little by little, one after another, the norms that did not allow us to               
have a "normal" life disappeared. 
 
That is something that I admire and I really appreciate from the Polish. The              
ability they have to follow rules and the respect they have for them. Thanks              
to the fact that each and every Polish citizen followed the rules imposed by              
the government to the letter, the quarantine only lasted a month. 
 
I am Mexican and I compare it with my country. Mexico has been in              
quarantine for almost 3 months, if it could be called that, since most people              
have not respected the rules, they have not taken the disease seriously, and             
the government has not done much to keep them inside. 
 
In conclusion, this quarantine is something that will go down in history, each             
person with its small variations and stories, but, for us exchange students, it             
will be an unforgettable experience, where we had time to think, fall into             
reality and above all, an opportunity to find ourselves. So I don't feel sad,              
angry or bored, rather grateful, because I came to Poland as a scared child,              
but I left as a man capable of making decisions. 


